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A. Complete the text below with the correct form of the verbs in the brackets using Present Simple, Present
Continuous, Past Simple, Past Continuous, Present Perfect Simple, Present Perfect Continuous, and will.
1 .was trying
7.have you been doing/have you done
8 .have had/have been having
2. rang
3 .is
9.Do you want
10 .is cheating
4.need
5. was going
11. won’t forget
6.haven’t heard

B. Choose the correct answers to complete the text below.

1. a. disappeared

7.b. are going to examine

2.d. have been working

8. a. were

3.c. says

9.c. would be

4.c. was sent

10. a. will have stopped

5. a. had…changed

11.d. are still working

6.b. have just searched

12.d. will be searching

C. Complete the paragraph with the past perfect, past perfect progressive or simple past tense.
1.had arrived
8.consulted
2.began
9.got
3.were
10.could barely stand
4.continued
11.explained
5.had developed.
12.had developed
6.had been feeling
13.swept
7.had returned.
D. Choose the correct answer.
Pompeii is an ancient town in Italy which was destroyed when a volcano
erupted in 79 AD. The lava and ash from the eruption of Mount Vesuvius
buried the town along with everything and everyone in it. So far, most of the
site has been studied by archeologists who have uncovered many objects
among the ruins. The town is now a popular tourist attraction and is visited
by thousands of people each year. They can walk along the streets which
were once a part of the busy market town and are now an important part of
history.
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E. Complete the text with the passive form of the verbs given.
1.are produced
8.are shown
2.are made
9.was directed
3.are directed
10 .was based
4.is spent
11.was threatened
5.are watched
12.was released
6.are made
13.has been enjoyed
7.are loved
F. Choose the correct answer.
1 .moved
2. was damaged
3. managed
4 .are investigating
5. is thought

6 .is looking
7. be kept
8. has been lost
9 .will open
10. was hurt

G. Rewrite the sentences in the Passive Voice.
1. He is believed to win the race.
2. The school is thought to have hood teachers.
3. It is said that Mary speaks seven languages.
4. The athletes are said to train for eight hours every day.
5. She is believed to be a talented pianist.
6. It is expected that American team will break the world record.
H. Complete the sentences using causative form.
1. In the afternoon, I am having my photograph taken.
2. In the morning she is having her hair cut.
3. In the afternoon he is having his tooth taken out.
4. They are having their new central heating fitted.

İ. Read the situations below and complete the sentences using the causative form.
1. Andy will have a suit made.
2. Mrs Adams is having her hair dyed.
3. Linda had all the food prepared.
4. Didn’t you have your car serviced yesterday?
5. Mr Wilson had all the letters typed and sent.
6. I am going to have the house cleaned.
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J. Complete the paragraph with the infinitive or gerund form of the verbs.
1.go
7.to try
2.to try
8.to do
3.starting
9.coming
4.riding
10.to go
5.being
11.visiting
6.to go
12.returning
K. Complete the sentences with the infinitive or gerund form of the verbs.
1. A: to get
B: to find
A: looking after/working
2. B: to catch
A: stealing
B: to hear
3. A: having/to have/go
B: to go
A: love
B: arrange

L. Complete the paragraph with the infinitive or gerund form of the verbs.
1.to cross
6.discovering
2.to win
7.to reach
3.travelling
8.to complete
4.riding
9.to arrive
5.to find
10.crossing
M. Put in the to-infinitive or the -ing form of the verbs.
1 .to pick up
2 .mentioning
3 .agreeing
4 .to call

5 .to lock
6 .to lock
7.looking
8 .to look

N. Choose the correct option.
1.b
2.c
3.b

4.c
5.c
6.b
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O. Paraphrase each part of the given sentences in different ways. One example is given for you.
Around 10 million girls a year get married by force before the age of 18 across the world, according to a
UNICEF report released this year.
1. each year about 10 million girls
2. about 10 million girls every year
1. are forced to get married before they turn 18 years old
2. are compelled to marry before they are 18
1. around the world
2. all over the world
1. UNICEF published a report this year that says that
2. a report that was published by UNICEF this year states

Combine these paraphrases into two different sentences.
1. UNICEF published a report this year that says that around the world each year about 10 million girls
are forced to get married before they turn 18 years old.
2… A report that was published by UNICEF this year states that about 10 million girls every year are
compelled to marry before they are 18 all over the world.
VOCABULARY
A. Fill in the gaps with the appropriate word from the box.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

relied
suffers
cope
cooperated
insisted
communicate

7.
8.
9.
10.

benefited
escaped
spend
congratulated
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B. Complete the gaps with the suitable preposition. There are two extras.
1. on
2. into
3. out

4. up
5. out
6. to

C. Complete the sentences with the proper form of the word; add dis-, mis- and –less where necessary.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

_wireless_____
__disrespect___
__misbehaving___
_worth___
_misplaced___

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

_harmless__
_appear_
__disapprove____
__misleading__
_satisfied___

READING
A. Choose the sentence that has the closest meaning to the given one.
1.b

2.c

3.b

4.c

5.c

6.b

7.d

8.c

9.c

10.d

B. Choose the correct option to complete the paragraphs.
1.d
2.c
3.b
4.d
5.b

C. Read the text and answer the questions.
1.b
2.a
3.b
4.a
5.c
6.d
D. Read the text below and answer the questions that follow according to the text.

A. Answer the following questions according to the text.
1. Because of the amount of English words they use.
2. Religion is the source of many of our traditions.
3. Muslims cannot eat pork. / Hindus cannot eat beef. / Jews have many rules about food. / Christians have
no rules about food.
4. Social traditions originated long ago. / We have forgotten why we still keep many of our social
traditions.

B. Choose the correct answer according to the text.
1.a

2.d

3.c
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